Puppies Up North - Terms and Conditions of Pet Adoption
I agree that the Labradoodle is being adopted for myself and will not be sold, adopted, or given
to another party. If I do any of the above, agree to pay Puppies Up North the amount that I paid
for this puppy in full and all costs to get the dog back safely to Puppies Up North.
I also understand that if the Labradoodle is kill in an accident (plane crash or car accident),
Withage Farms will reimburse you for the money you paid for the Labradoodle, but will not
reimburse you for the plane ticket, health certificates, crates bought and money for driving to /
from airport.
I agree that only under proper supervision the Labradoodle will be allowed outdoors. When
taking my dog outdoors, they will be on a secure harness and wear proper ID. I also agree that
his animal will be a companion animal only. (no guard dogs)
I agree that at no time will this Labradoodle be kept on a chain or rope.
I agree to care for this Labradoodle in a humane manner and to be a responsible animal
guardian. This agreement includes adequate food, water, attention and medical care. I also
agree to giving proper bedding and covering from the elements.
I agree that if at any point I cannot keep the Labradoodle, I will return him / her to Puppies Up
North without requesting a fee, and I will pay all shipping costs prior to shipment.
I understand and agree that Puppies Up North makes no guarantees about the dog’s
temperament and is not responsible for future damages or injuries caused by the Labradoodle.
I agree to contact Withage Farms Camp Canine if my companion dog needs to be euthanized
for any reason, prior to being euthanized (unless the dog’s veterinarian determines this is a
medical emergency), at which time I will still contact Withage Farms Camp Canine.
I agree to take my Labradoodle to the vet for a complete check no more than 1 week after
adopting this dog and will send Withage Farms the proof of clean bill of health from your
veterinarian, and sending a receipt as proof of the visit.
Prior to the Labradoodle being release, I agree to provide Puppies Up North (#1) a picture of
myself or family, (#2) a picture of inside of home it will live in, and (#3) a picture of your
backyard where puppy will romp in. These pictures can be sent via email, fax or mail…
Withage Farms Camp Canine has made every effort to provide you with a healthy, happy
companion dog. Withage Farms Camp Canine is not responsible for any financial obligations
that may occur due to the health after adoption.
Withage Farms will not guarantee anything pertaining to the Labradoodle after it has left the
property.
Withage Farms
23457 130th St
Staples, MN 56479
(320) 250-2464

